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sacred

Your privacy

freeing yourself



Your web browsing is a fundamental freedom that deserves the 

highest level of privacy.

At 1000Club.com, we respect your political and religious opinions, your 

sexual preferences, as well as your philosophy. We don't spy on anyone and 

we don't sell your data. We simply aim to contribute to the success of your 

business, your professional activities, and your career.

However, external services present on 1000Club, such as YouTube, use 

cookies.



Protéger votre vie privée.

Défendre la liberté.

1000Club.com ne vous espionne pas.  

1000Club.com ne vend pas vos données 

à des tiers. 

1000Club.com vous autorise à garder 

vos données sous contrôle.

Mission

Moyens



Marc Planchette
CEO, founder

At 1000Club, you’re the determining factor. 

Each of our actions contributes to:

- Develop your business.

- Better manage your career.

- Increase your purchasing power.

It comes at a cost. However, we don’t want to 

be a simple advertising agency, like social 

networks. Indeed, when a service is free, 

you’re ultimately the product. Free services 

know everything about you. Your data points 

are sold to third parties who exploit them 

behind the scenes without you knowing their 

intentions.



Very few organizations like ours pursue their 

ideal by refusing to use your data.

We’ve decided to reject the totalitarian vision 

of the Internet that doesn’t respect your 

human rights by allowing third parties to use 

the power of Big Data and psychography to 

predict personality and anticipate your 

behavior.

This lack of respect for your privacy endangers 

democracy by allowing propaganda tools, 

using highly targeted video content, to 

influence your decisions.



Collecting data from the “friends” of nearly a 

million users of a Facebook application, 

Cambridge Analytica got the data points of 

each American voter.

Tens of thousands of “persuadable” people 

have been identified in four “Swing States”, 

and their behavior has been altered by the 

targeted bombing of tailored videos, thereby 

influencing the outcome of the US presidential 

election.

When you lose control of your data, you give 

up your freedom to those who exploit it 

unscrupulously, and you're only a source of 

profit.



However, 1000Club.com allows you to keep 

your data under control.

So when you delete a Tag, it’s deleted from 

the Cloud in real time. Following the regular 

update of the backup, none trace is left 

anywhere. It's that simple.



freeing yourself
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